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Gross misconduct by members of the bar—be they private attorneys or the Attorney General of the United States—seriously stains the reputation of the legal profession with the general public, and also, ...
'No Exception': Lawyers Ask DC Ethics Board to Force Review of Barr Complaint
The Model Standards, the most well-known and widely-cited ethics code for American mediators, was notably silent on the question, and only a few state codes waded into the area. In part, I listed ...
Mediation Ethics - an interview with Ellen Waldman
Unlike Jewish students who read the literature and poetry of the Zionist movement celebrating the establishment of Israel in 1948, Palestinian students do not read the Palestinian literary classics ...
What Isn’t Taught in Israeli Schools
Colaner’s explanation on underlying values behind main ethical theories. They are important as they serve as guidance to reflect on ethical issues ... social harm most critical for your team ...
Ethical Decisions in a Wicked World: the Role of Technologists, Entrepreneurs, and Organizations
As our reliance on data grows, a number of bias-based incidents have come to light ... but we can be empowered to limit its effects. Data ethics are an important first step.
The ethical use of data in artificial intelligence
Chambliss (1996) argued that ethical problems and the resulting distress should not be viewed as isolated incidents or as personal issues, but as systematic issues created by the hospital ...
Workplace Distress and Ethical Dilemmas in Neuroscience Nursing
Ethics Center staff, scholars, and students analyze these critical issues in this Ethics Spotlight. It’s hard to imagine that ethics played any kind of role in the insurrection at the Capitol building ...
Ethics Spotlight
Christopher Rufo, once a documentary filmmaker, has become a go-to activist for the GOP in a political fight over race.
Republicans, spurred by an unlikely figure, see political promise in critical race theory
Ethics Center staff, scholars, and students analyze these critical issues in this Ethics Spotlight. The killings of several Black Americans by law enforcement over the last several months has shinned ...
Markkula Center for Applied Ethics
Gov. Greg Abbott announced Wednesday he wants state lawmakers to further target critical race theory in a forthcoming special session. Abbott said so in a newstatement on his signing of House Bill ...
Gov. Greg Abbott wants lawmakers to target critical race theory in a special session, but is so far mum on details
Baxter dove deeper into the nascent field of AI ethics, including how to educate fellow employees about ethical issues associated ... designed to provide critical information about how our models ...
The Future Of Work Now: Ethical AI At Salesforce
As more state legislatures try to ban critical race theory in colleges, free speech advocates say worrisome precedents are being set across the U.S.
‘Laws in search of problems that don’t exist’: Republicans try to ban critical race theory in colleges
The growing focus and public concern around data security and privacy has compounded the existing issues of data sharing ... limits the ability to share critical patient data in a timely manner ...
The solution to ethical challenges of big data may just be more technology
Princess Diana in the infamous BBC Martin Bashir interview. (Image: BBC/Panorama) It must have seemed right clever back in 1995 for the BBC’s then-rising star Martin Bashir to hack out a path to ...
Diana scoop of the century is finally exposed — and all of journalism is reminded that ethics are not for sale
The Hollywood Foreign Press Association announced Thursday that it has hired a team of experts in diversity, ethics and workplace legal issues to ... anyone to report incidents or complaints.
HFPA Hires Diversity, Ethics, Legal Consultants to Help Meet Reform Goals
Reports of emotional injury to children and young adults in state care are soaring amid the coronavirus pandemic with an 80% jump in the number of critical incidents, a new report reveals.
Reports of critical incidents soar at Massachusetts DCF amid coronavirus pandemic
This analysis was featured in Critical State, a weekly newsletter ... This week, we’ll take a step back and look at new thinking on the ethics of studying wartime sexual violence and new methods ...
Sexual violence in conflict: Part II
While my course takes a more interdisciplinary approach, I share Professor Ackerman’s aim of helping students become better thinkers about ethical issues. Where we seem to differ is in our ...
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